Intrinsic viscoelasticity of blood cell suspensions: effects of erythrocyte deformability.
The intrinsic viscoelasticity of erythrocyte suspensions holds great potential for specifying the deformability of the individual, noninteracting cells in an oscillatory shear flow field. In order to extrapolate to zero cell concentration, the complex viscoelastic modulus was measured as a function of hematocrit using 2 Hertz oscillatory flow and a shear rate of 10/sec. This was done for both normal cells and cells with severely reduced deformability when hardened with glutaraldehyde. Suspension media were blood plasma, isotonic saline, and Dextran solutions. The real parts of the complex intrinsic visco-elasticities were obtained by an extrapolation using a regression fit to Huggins' equation. For normal cells in native plasma the values ranged from 1.7 to 2, increasing to the range 2.4 to 3.1 when the plasma was diluted with isotonic saline solution. For hardened cells the value obtained was near 3.5. These results are compared with theories for suspensions of both rigid and deformable particles. Several theories for deformable particles predict an increase in intrinsic viscoelasticity with increases in the ratio of the viscosity of the interior of the particle to that of the suspending medium. This ratio controls the balance between rotational and deformational response of the cell in the flow field. The trends of these theories were observed in the measurements.